Obsolete Concrete Roof Tiles Formerly Produced in Florida

Date: 12-1-20

In response to the vast number of inquiries from industry professionals, please note the following list of concrete roof tiles that have been produced in or shipped to Florida over the past several decades. The following roof tiles are obsolete and do not interlock with the profiles currently offered by our existing member roof tile manufacturers. Identifying marks on the back of each tile may include Pioneer, Currier, Entegra, Wallin, Pioneer, Bender and/or Hanson.

- Any tile with Wallin/Pioneer Spanish S
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Gory” or “GAI”
- Any tile with Wallin/Pioneer 9” flat
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Vanguard”
- Any tile with Wallin/Pioneer Two Piece Barrel
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Bender”
- Any tile with Wallin/Pioneer Cottage Shingle
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Wallin”
- Any tile with Pioneer flat
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Duntex”
- Any tile with Currier Venetian
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Currier”
- Any tile with Hanson/Pioneer/Bender Palema
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “APE”
- Any tile with Hanson/Pioneer/Bender Nordic flat
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Pioneer”
- Any tile with Hanson flat including Horizon/Slate/Southern Shake/Victorian Slate/Old World
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Marley”
- Any flat of “S” tile labeled “Ceetile”
- Any tile with Hanson/Pioneer Hacienda
- Any flat of “S” tile labeled “Lifetile”
- Any tile with Hanson Regal
- Any flat of “S” tile labeled “Monray”
- Any tile with Entegra Valencia
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Monier”
- Any tile with Entegra Skandia flat
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Superior”
- Any tile with Entegra Estate manufactured in Indiantown or Pompano Beach
- Any flat or “S” tile labeled “Westile”
- Any flat tile labeled Boral Lifetile “BUSA”
- Any tile with Entegra Europa (WAVE) tile

In the event that a tile roof requires a complete replacement, our existing member manufacturers will strive to offer colors that closely resemble the existing roof. However, an exact color replacement is highly unlikely.

For more information on tile roofing, please visit our website at tileroofing.org or email info@tileroofing.org for specific inquiries.